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Abstract – Now a day’s internet is one of the best ways to access any information. If a person make fully optimized site then 

definitely they can achieve top first position of their site in Google page result. As you know Google provide top 10 result so if 

your site is not visible in top first page then whatever information you want to give for people it’s not obtain properly . This 

paper represents how any person that wants to make their own website can promote a site with the help of my SEO 

Methodology. This paper is fully based on keyword research it means if a person is able to optimize right keyword whatever 

keyword used currently then its sure that their site will be on top first page on Google page result. Today every person has their 

own website so it is very difficult to place the site in first position on Google page result. This paper will solve this problem. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process which 

improves the volume and quality of traffic to a web site from 

search engines via natural search results for targeted 

keywords.Users use search engines for most of their queries 

but they only prefer the results available on first page and 2-

3% of users go on further pages (except Researchers), Now 

imagine if the page of an organization is on 2-3
rd

 or 4th page 

then the business which can be generated from that page has a 

very less change to return and user will prefer the page 

coming on the 1
st
 page. Trillions of web pages are indexed per 

day in a search engine [1]. 

 
Now a day, the enormous content of the Internet has made it 

difficult to find relevant information on a subject. Methods 

helping retrieving information have become particularly 

important [2].So search engine becomes an integral part of 

everyone’s life to search information. We rely on search 

engines to provide us right information at right time. To 

satisfy users need search engine must find and filter most 

relevant information matching a user query and display that 

information to the user. If search engine fairly judge quality 

and relevance of every page and return high quality pages to 

user then “search-engine-bias” may not be a significant 

problem [3].But unfortunately, quality of page is very 

subjective assumption and difficult to measure in real life. 

Major search engine like Google rely on page rank to measure 

quality of page [4]. Higher page rank value indicates website 

is very popular [5]. 

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

SEARCH ENGINE: 
Search engine is a program that search document for specified 

keyword and return a list of documents where the keyword 

were found [6]. 

Due to the large number of websites, search engines have the 

complex task of sorting through the billions of pages and 

displaying only the most relevant pages in the search engine 

results page (SERP) for the submitted search query. 

Nowadays, the Web continues to expand at speed of light, 

search engines become an increasingly necessary part of daily 

online life. Today there are four ways people find content on 

the Web: Typing a URL directly, Clicking a referring link on 

another site, Selecting  the site from a search engine results 

page, and Using social networking and social media sites [7]. 

 

COMMON SEARCH ENGINE PRINCIPLES 

To understand SEO, it is needed to be aware of the 

architecture of search engines. They all 

Contain the following main components: 

Spider:  A browser (like program that downloads web pages). 

 

Crawler:   A program that automatically follows all of the 

links on each web page. 

 

Indexer:    A program that analyzes web pages downloaded by 

the spider and the crawler. 

 

Database:  Storage for downloaded and processed pages. 

 

Results Engine: Extracts search results from the 

database. 

 

Web Server: a server that is responsible for interaction 

between the user and other search engine components [8]. 

 

SEO TOOLS: 

• Google webmaster tool : 
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Google Webmaster Tools is a no-charge web service by 

Google for webmasters. It allows webmasters to check 

indexing status and optimize visibility of their websites. 

 

• Meta Tag Analyzer Tool 

Following are the uses of Meta Tag analyzer tool: 

1)  See how search engine robots analyze your or your 

Competitor’s web site. 

2)  Receive tips on how to improve your Meta Tags. 

3)  Check the keywords used on the page and find the 

keyword density. 

4)  Check web server operating system where site is hosted. 

5)  Check website load time. 

6)  Check website file size. 

7)  Check URLs and links found on the page. 

 

• Sitemap Submission Tool : 

This tool is helpful in submitting sitemap to various search 

engines. 

 

• Keyword Suggestion Tool : 

This tool suggests keywords related to our keyword which can 

be used while doing optimization. 

 

III. MOTIVATION 

I am very much inspired from the SEO because when user 

wants to search anything with the help of search engine. But if 

they did not find right content, they became frustrated and 

immediately click away from site. To solve this problem, here 

I used two techniques for search and retrieval information 

from database. 

1) ON Page Optimization 

2) OFF page Optimization 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

4.1. ON Page Optimization: 

It is the first step which every webmaster should concentrate, 

this deals with the changes we do in our page in order to 

improve visibility and rank. On Page Optimization is 

optimizing your website in a way that it can rank better in 

search engines and improve visitor satisfaction. This 

optimization technique depends on nature and business of our 

website. It is advisable to update the contents of our website 

and optimize the content each time as these factors are directly 
related to the content and structure of the website. Modifying 

Title, Body text, Hyperlinks, URL, Quality and easy to 

understand contents, increasing the frequency of keyword, 

robots.txt, sitemaps, Image optimization etc which requires 

extensive research with the competitor web pages. If proper 

on page optimization is done, results in drastic increase in the 

rank and readability of the website [9]. 

 

Title Tags Optimization: 

Title tag is one of the most important elements in search 

engine optimization. It describes content of a web page. 

Syntax: 

<head><title>SEO India - search engine optimization India, 

seo services, seo company India, affordable seo India 

Chandigarh </title><head> 

 

Meta tags Optimization: 

There are two important Meta Tags and they are the meta 

description and meta keyword tags. Some search engines may 

display the meta description as part of the search results, but 

the meta keywords tags should not appear in search results. 

Syntax: 

<Metaname="keywords" 

Content="KEYWORD1 KEYWORD2 KEYPHRASE1 etc. 

About 30 to 40 unique words"> 

<Metaname="description" 

Content="An accurate, keyword-rich description 

About 150 characters"> 

 

Heading Optimization: 

Header tags (one of them is H1) are the second most 

important on page SEO factor. Sites optimized with quality 

H1 significantly better ranking. Search engine crawlers look 

for H1 description (along with other important SEO 

elements), to determine the relevance of a page. Omitting this 

tag isn’t good SEO practice. 

 

Image Optimization: 

In this technique when optimizing a page with targeted 

keywords we should name the image with the targeted 

keyword name, it has also a good impact in optimization. 

Image searchoptimization techniques can be viewed as a 

subset of search engine optimization techniques that focuses 

on gaining high ranks on image search engine results. 

 

Content Optimization: 

Content is basically includes what you see on the site: the text, 

graphics and even links to outside world. I would condemn 

using excessive graphics because they are not Search Engine 

Friendly plus users feel irritation when they get downloaded 

specially over a slow network. 

 

4.2. OFF Page Optimization: 

This is the work which is done apart from the website to 

improve the visibility & ranking of a page. Off page search 

engine optimization is supposedly the complement of On Page 

Optimization It mainly concentrates in creating back links & 

social media marketing. It is very novel practice to have links 

from a webpage which has good rank and visibility. It is the 

best technique to go ahead of the competitors if the webmaster 

team is equipped with quality of web researchers. In brief it 

consists of various link building methods like Blog posting, 

Social networking, Press release, Video submission, link 

exchange, Article submission etc [10]. 
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Back links generation: 

In this process we tend to increase the link of our website on 

other websites. According to search engines if a page has 

more and more number of back links means there is 

something relevant in a page because of which other pages are 

providing links to it, Back links are the best way to increase 

the rank of a page/website and the best way toincrease back 

links is link exchange or submitting the URL while doing 

online advertisements. 

 

Blog posting: 

It is always a good practice to be on a blog like 

BlogSpot, word press, thoughts ,link orbits  etc. 

According to a survey it has been found that companies 

having blogs are 55% more visitors,97% more inbound 

links,434% more indexed pages. 

 

Video submission: 

Videos can be used in several ways to enhance search engine 

optimization only the thing is that the videos are relevant, 

informative and full of information’s. Step by step videos 

which concentrate on the procedures are best considered. 

 

Search engine submission: 

It is how a webmaster submits a website directly to a search 

engine. While Search Engine Submission is often seen as a 

way to promote a web site, it generally is not necessary 

because the major search engines like Google, Yahoo, 

and Bing use crawlers, bots, and spiders that eventually would 

find most web sites on the Internet all by themselves. 

V.RESULTS 

Fig:1. With the help of keyword planner tools any person can 

decide that which type of keyword is use now-a-days. These 

tools suggest latest keyword related to your keyword based 

search. Suppose a person enter “java in Indore” then this tools 

provide you following suggestion: 

 

 
Fig: 2. for any website optimization title tag and Meta description is very important. Here I used Meta length and keyword length maker tools 

that tell you metalength should be 160 character and title length should be 69 character. 
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Fig:3. Now if a person want to see their fully website report then for this I used woo rank tools that tell you complete website 

report. Here I take a example of face book social networking site. 

 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The optimized websites is more successful as compare to 

any un optimized site. if site will be fully optimized then 

number of visitors are increased day by day and in this way 

your site will be reached top first position in Google page 

result. So this is my approach to give some seo research 

based idea to give first rank to any particular website. 
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VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Internet has become mass medium for billions of user to 

search online which plays important role growth in SEO 

industry. SEO industry has growing fast because of large 

number of advertiser and marketers using it promoting their 

business growth in local searches, attracting to special users 

as per their interests. In India SEO industry is growing day 

by day so people can make good career and earn a lot in this 

field. 

 

If you have good skills, knowledge and experience in the 

SEO then you can work with top MNC companies. More and 

more companies are recruiting good SEO specialist for their 

business. You can also work the bright and great future for 

well skilled people. 
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